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About This Game

Drive your bus through New York!

Dense traffic, one way streets and a huge city are waiting for you! Sit down at the steering wheel and carry the residents of New
York to their final destination. Pay attention to traffic rules, pedestrians, and take care to arrive on time! Punctuality is required
and rewarded! Experience the realistic driving feeling and sensitively control your bus using all your concentration through the

streets of New York!

Features

Realistic Driving and cornering ability

Detailed passenger animation

Well animated and detailed city

Realistic simulated traffic

Extra-bonus for stopping at the bus stop perfectly
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Title: New York Bus Simulator
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Little Freedom Factory
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1,5 GHz Pentium 4, AMD Athlon 1500+ or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce FX 5600, AMD 9500, Intel GMA 950 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard

English,French,German,Polish
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Love it, feels like the old defender games by Midway. Gorgeous sounds, visuals, and modeling!

. Well, at first I thought it would be a simple jump-and-run game like most of them are nowadays, but after some time it got to
me that I'm still playing it. And it's getting harder and harder to keep the caveman and his dinos alive. The bosses are fun, and I
can certainly see that graphics of all the biomes are hand-crafted to look like they're from the 90's. And that's... surprisingly well
done. I mean, it's not "bad graphics", like some of the guys written here before - it's a deliberate stylistic choice.

So, I'm glad to have this little game in my collection! But I wouldn't recommend it for people who are NOT fan of old school
games. This game has a very specific audience in mind, that's for sure.

For the record: I received a copy of this game in a promotion.. It feels like a lot like the first levels of Serious Sam 3, and those
levels are what I define as "the not good Serious Sam". That's when it's not doing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like
holding all the good weapons back and playing 'only with a pistol' for almost the first third of this game. This would have been
better if it were an incredibly fast version of The First Encounter, but once again, it overpromises and underdelivers, like most
DLC does nowadays.. It is a side-scrolling shoot-em\/bullet hell style game.
You have to dodge terrain, missiles and things. There are very few settings to manage though the game does have controller
support.
It labels itself as hardcore and I gues that's true in the sense that the game is very hard to win at.
I would also say it is not very fun. The terain moves, which would be interesting if the goal of the level was not to memorize
each section.
Your ship can go up and down, or speed up. That's it. You can shoot in front of you and get a special which charges. It is exactly
"OKAY".
Anyway, I can't reccomend it at all.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/yCYQ76dYnq0. From the love of Magical Drop III comes my hatred for the unpolished and unsupported
westernized "MDV".

The game is broken, period. The glitches will show up sooner or later, specially with the special blocks that randomly won't
work during chains. I did the un-fun tedious method to unlock a certain character, it doesn't work for me at all thanks to the
glitch (**ck the character select code for Magical Drop III 3x "C"). Lack of communication and support from the developer
makes this alpha test product irrelevant at best ( http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/FQpuSl4.png ).

No wonder is one dollar lol.
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I liked the game at the beginning, but the issues I experienced during my local playthroughs made me depise it. Until its fixed
my opinion won't change.

I will keep this thing called a "game" as a reminder of a mistaken purchase I shouldn't have done...
. It was the DLC cosmetic i didnt know i needed. A little expensive for just the Meg mask, i mean it would be different if you
got a version of the mask for each character. Overall it works like it should and looks great as a Meg main, expensive for a mask
DLC but its the best Meg cosmetic yet.. y Game

This game is about how to be a spoiled , rude , arrogant troll in your high school.
You have to troll your headmaster, old ladies and scary unsexy old nurse resulting in getting pwned by them hardcore at the end.
So, if you like insulting people and trying to solve the mystery, get it LULZ
and DakkeR no it does not contain boobs, and who wants 1920s boobies,seriously >,<
. Don't be fooled by the apparent simplicity. This game is well written and enjoyable, it has the nice flavour of a classic but it's
not banal. Also, has many memorable moments. Try it yourself!. Good game, and I liked the main character.
I think my recorded time is low because I had to play the first chunk offline (tornado = power outage and no internet).

A few of the puzzles are challenging, and the hidden object scenes are fair, but not easy. Though that last bit could just be me
having issues with the "shape" style of HO scene, where you also have to figure out the purpose for each item you collect.
The art and music are good, and the voice acting is generally fine, except that "pestle" isn't pronounced "pest-ell".

My only real complaint is about story flow. The intro is great, and the early part is engaging: girl acquires strange power and is
being hunted. The hunters aren't stupid, and they have a good reason to find the girl. So far, so good. I thought we'd find out
about the woman in the intro, and why the girl was chosen, etc. Put another way, I expected a touch of fantasy or mythology
(with the phoenix on the main screen), and I got an oddly steampunk feel (lots of broken machines), with a hint of far future.
It's not that the story concept is bad. It's quite interesting. It's just that the images (typical leathers, robes, leggings etc) and the
quests fit oddly, somehow. And there are lots of questions left over, even though the story itself has a clear and reasonably
satisfying ending.

End of day thoughts:
there must be a sequel and I just haven't found it;
the adults our heroine meets after leaving home could be a lot more helpful;
this game does well on having HO scenes that truly blend into the game (not random piles);
how does a young teen carry an entire boat engine?;
some of the fast travel is a little silly - like being able to just come and go from "dangerous" areas at will;
I liked the collectibles in this game;
some of the achievements are *hard*;
I enjoyed the game and would give it a solid 8.5/10.. If you are bored and don't know what to play this is game made right for it
.. It's fun , it's simple and it's original
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This game is terrible.. Also known as ''How fast can you press V to dance before Jason is up again'' pack!. This is a really fun
game that you can play with friends locally! The person wearing the VR helmet plays the chef, and someone sitting at the
computer can play the waiter. If you're playing by yourself, you just take care of the burger making. The difficulty eases you in
slowly and continues to add new challenges with each level, and there are about 40 or so I think. All of the motions are fun to
do, like slicing the cucumber and plating the burgers. The music is pretty good but I prefer muting it and putting on my own jam
to flip patties to. Kept me entertained for WAY longer than I thought it would. Definitely recommend.. This game is a good
meme for 0.50$. I got every achievement by simply cheesing the A.I. Just camp on top of a silo!

Anyway, for 50 cents, this game is not to impressive, but it is silly fun.. You already know it's beta so don't get too super hyped
right away it's going to take time but so far from what ive played for the few hours it took to get my fun out of it, it's pretty
good zombies feel close to how you'd expect them to, humans aim for the head.. so using you abilities help you out in some tight
spots. At the time of this review there are only three missions which are okay but the human ai isn't too realistic they stand in
one spot usually waiting for you, but the actual zombie part feels a lot like infectionator with direct zombie control. The mission
map could be bigger for sure, but as a learning tutorial grounds i'd say it fits pretty well in getting you started.

The skirimish map is the next thing you can do after missions, (or right away like i did) where you have to destroy the human
base with the starting zombies you get, where you have to get past mines and seemingly random human placement in general
areas ( different people spawn in the same spots sorta) That was only really difficult if you didn't use the mutants, if you're a fan
of the normal zombies however using the action skill it has usually can help get that beat. the map isnt super well made but its
long and has tons of people and all the mutants unlocked for you to try.

The last part which i found to be awesome as hell is the alpha mode where you get a large area full of destructables and a
building where you can place in mines, civilians, militia/gunmen, goats and zombies and test out scenarios or have a huge person
zombie war... I wasted so many zombies on a wall of survivors.... so far 3D infectionator-like game is pretty small a couple of
hours long for me but it's alright maybe the zombies could have horde animations rather than just single zombie ones so that in a
horde it looks more like an attack rather than single punches. A LOT of fun with 3 friends!. Pretty fun game to play whenever.
No cheaters that I've seen, which is great. But, the game gets boring eventually. More maps and non-player made servers (that
cycle maps) would be nice because finding a match can be tricky sometimes. Definately needs more maps, and possibly some
form of in-game currency to purchase cosmetics and whatnot. I love the graphics and the overall style. The entire game has a
pretty happy mood and it's pretty hard to get annoyed with it.

Excited to see where this game will go.
Overall I rate 6/10

:). Does not work on windows 10. Waste of money.. I've followed this game's development with great interest. How is it, after
more than 36 years, no one has ever tried a multiplayer PacMan? Other than a "your turn, my turn" approach....

As this game demonstrates - there are enough characters, even if you just stick to the orginal arcade titles.... PacMan, Ms.
PacMan, Baby PacMan, and PacMan Jr. - and the four ghosts.... There you go - 2 teams of 4.

Well, this obviously isn't PacMan. It's Crazy Otto.... it's not even the Crazy Otto that became Ms. PacMan. It's its own thing.
PacMan is well... a PacMan - and he (along with the rest of his Pac family) fight Ghosts. The old-school Crazy Otto was some
sort of PacMan-like-thing with legs, and he (or it) fought ghost-like fruit-like thingies.... This game is all about Ducks and
Dinosaurs.

The controls could use some tightening, and I really hope to see a Super Otto at some point, who can eat eat to unlock doors and
grow to Super Sized and just eat through walls and whatnot... Also vertical warp zones would be great (top to bottom).

Overall, I support and promote it because it takes a third-of-a-century old game and tries something brand new with it.. True
slav game.
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